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SUMMARY
This paper reports our experience using AspectJ, a general-purpose aspect-oriented
extension to Java, to implement distribution and persistence concerns in a web-based
information system. This system was originally implemented in Java and restructured
with AspectJ. Our main contribution is to show that AspectJ is useful for implementing
several persistence and distribution concerns in the considered application, but also
in similar applications. We have also identiﬁed interferences between the implemented
aspects and a few drawbacks in the language, so we suggest some minor language
modiﬁcations that could signiﬁcantly improve similar implementations. Despite those
problems, we argue that the AspectJ implementation is superior to the pure Java
implementation. Some of the aspects implemented in our experiment are abstract
and constitute a simple aspect framework. The other aspects are application speciﬁc
but we suggest that diﬀerent implementations might follow the same aspect patterns.
The framework and the patterns allow us to propose architecture-speciﬁc guidelines
that provide practical advice for both restructuring and implementing certain kinds of
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INTRODUCTION
In this article we give an extended and revised presentation of our work [1] on using AspectJ [2],
a general purpose aspect-oriented [3, 4] extension to Java [5], to implement distribution and
persistence aspects in a simple but real and non trivial web-based information system, a
health complaint system, which was originally implemented in Java. In fact, the aspects
implementation we present here had considerable evolved since the system restructuring
resulting in improved and more reusable aspects.
The distribution aspects implement basic remote access to system services using Java
RMI Remote M ethod Invocation [6]. The persistence aspects implement basic persistence
functionality using relational databases, and support the following main concerns: connection
and transaction control, storage medium customization, and partial (shallow) object loading.
Additionally there is an aspect for synchronizing object states with the corresponding database,
when the software uses persistent data management, and/or with the corresponding remote
server, when the software is distributed, in order to ensure consistency. During implementation
of those aspects, it was necessary to deﬁne auxiliary exception handling aspects, which we also
present here. We discuss the lessons learned implementing those aspects and justify our design
decisions.
The main contribution of our restructuring experience is to show that AspectJ is useful
for implementing several persistence and distribution concerns in the kind of application
considered, but we have also identiﬁed a few drawbacks in the language and suggest some
minor modiﬁcations that could signiﬁcantly improve implementations similar to the ones
discussed here. Moreover, we mention other development diﬃculties that could be minimized
by proper tools and processes for aspect-oriented development. We also argue that the AspectJ
implementation of the health complaint system is superior to the pure Java implementation.
Some of the aspects implemented in our experiment are abstract and constitute a simple
aspect framework. These abstract aspects can be extended for implementing persistence and
distribution in other applications that comply with the architecture of the health complaint
system, a layer architecture used for developing web-based information systems. The other
aspects are application speciﬁc and therefore have diﬀerent implementations for diﬀerent
applications. Nevertheless, we suggest that diﬀerent implementations might follow a common
aspect pattern, having aspects with the same structure. Based on the framework and the
pattern, we propose architecture speciﬁc guidelines that provide practical advice for both
restructuring and implementing certain kinds of persistent and distributed applications with
AspectJ. Those guidelines are actually a systematic description of a real world application
implemented with AspectJ including a documentation of design rationale in the Health
Watcher Aspects Section.

ASPECTJ OVERVIEW
AspectJ [2] is a general purpose aspect-oriented extension to Java. The aspect-oriented
constructs support the separate deﬁnition of crosscutting concerns—concerns that aﬀect
several units of a system. This separation of concerns allows better modularity, avoiding
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Aspect-Oriented development phases.

code tangling and code scattering over several units. Therefore, system maintainability is
also increased.
Programming with AspectJ uses both objects and aspects to separate concerns. Concerns
that are well modeled as objects are separated that way; concerns that crosscut the objects
are separated using units called aspects, and those are composed with the objects of a system
by a process called weaving. By weaving AspectJ aspects with standard Java code, we obtain
a new AspectJ application.
Figure 1 illustrates aspect-oriented development phases. The ﬁrst phase (Figure 1.a) is to
identify the system’s concerns necessary to implement the system requirements† . After that,
the concerns that can be well implemented as objects, are implemented in this way, using
object-oriented programming, and the crosscutting concerns are implemented using aspectoriented programming, in order to increase the system’s modularity (Figure 1.b). Finally, the
aspects and the classes are composed, by a process called weaver (Figure 1.c), to obtain the
ﬁnal version of an application with the required functionality.
In fact, the phases illustrated by Figure 1 have to be accommodated in the context a software
development process. Although requirements, analysis and design activities are crucial for any
software development, we are focusing only on experience with AspectJ and not on experience
of using AO across the life cycle. Despite not considering such activities, they should be placed
in the Concern identiﬁer phase. Considerations on that issue can be found elsewhere [7].
The main construct of the AspectJ [2] language is called aspect. Each aspect deﬁnes a
functionality that crosscuts others, called crosscutting concerns, in a system. An aspect can
declare attributes and methods, and can extend another aspect by deﬁning concrete behavior
for some abstract declarations.
An aspect can aﬀect the static structure of Java programs, by using AspectJ’s static
crosscutting mechanism. This mechanism allows one to introduce new methods and ﬁelds

† It

is possible to derive several concerns from a single system requirement.
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1: import java.sql.*;
2:
3: aspect DatabaseDebugging {
4:
5:
pointcut queryExecution(String sql):
6:
call(* Statement.execute*(String)) &&
7:
args(sql);
8:
9:
before(String sql): queryExecution(sql) {
10:
System.out.println(sql);
11:
}
12: }
Figure 2. AspectJ example.

to an existing class, convert checked exceptions into unchecked exceptions, and change the
class hierarchy by, for example, making an existing class extend another one.
Aspects can also aﬀect the dynamic structure of a program by changing the way a program
executes. They can intercept certain points, called join points, of the program execution ﬂow
and add behavior before, after, or around the join point. Examples of join points are method
calls, method executions, constructor executions, ﬁeld references (get and set), exception
handling, static initializations, and combinations of these using the logical !, && and ||
operators. An interesting set of join points can match all the execution points of an execution
ﬂow, and it is usually used combined to others in order to better identify joint points to be
aﬀected
Usually, an aspect declares pointcuts that select sets of join points and context values at those
join points. The aspect also declares advice in order to specify the piece of code that should be
executed when a pointcut is matched during execution. The advice declaration indicates if the
code should execute before, after, or around the pointcut. An aspect has access to reﬂective
information of the join points through an attribute (thisJoinPoint).
Figure 2 shows a simple but powerful aspect deﬁnition‡ . The aspect DatabaseDebugging
deﬁnes a pointcut (line 5) to identify calls to methods with names starting with execute of the
JDBC interface Statement that receives a string parameter (line 6) and expose the parameter
(line 7) of the method call. The Statement methods named execute* are responsible to execute
SQLs statements into the database. The aspect also deﬁnes an advice (line 9) that prints the
SQL strings before the execution of the methods identiﬁed by the pointcut. Note that this 7

‡ For simplicity and legibility reasons we omit the public visibility modiﬁer in every piece of code throughout
the paper
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lines aspect will aﬀect every point of the system that makes an access to the database using
the java.sql.Statement interface.

THE HEALTH WATCHER SYSTEM
The Health Watcher, the information system used in our experiment, is a real health complaint
system developed to improve the quality of the services provided by health care institutions.
By allowing the public to register several kinds of health complaints, such as complaints against
restaurants and food shops, health care institutions can promptly investigate the complaints
and take the required actions. The system has a web-based user interface for registering
complaints and performing several other associated operations.
In order to achieve modularity and extensibility, a layer architecture and associated design
patterns [8, 9, 10] were used in the Java implementation of the system. This layer architecture
helps to separate data management, business, communication (distribution), and presentation
(user interface) concerns. This structure leads to less tangled code—such as when business
code interlaces with distribution code—but does not completely avoid it. For example, the
code for starting and terminating transactions, in general, cannot be easily untangled by using
this architecture and an object-oriented language. Moreover, in the cases where it can be
untangled, one has to pay a high price for that: adapters have to be written just to take care
of the transaction functionality. Another example is the code for providing data access on
demand, which cannot be untangled too.
The layer architecture of the Health Watcher system does not prevent scattering code too.
This is the case of the code specifying which classes have to be serializable for allowing the
remote communication of its objects. The exception handling code is also scattered throughout
the system. The transactions code appears only in the facade class [8], the unique entry point
to the system, but it is essentially replicated on all transactional methods of this class.
Despite not completely separating concerns, the layer architecture gives some support to
adaptability. Figure 3 shows two possible system conﬁgurations, where a relational database is
used as the persistence mechanism accessed through JDBC. In the one used in our restructuring
experience, the system is used through an HTML [11] and Javascript [12] user interface, which
interacts with Java servlets [13] running in a web server. In the other conﬁguration, a Java user
interface interacts directly with an application server using Java RMI. Instead of RMI, it would
be possible to use EJB [14, 15] (Enterprise JavaBeans) or another distribution technology.
Similarly, we could also have an object-oriented database as the persistence mechanism.
Moreover, for making tests easier and allowing early functional requirements validation,
we could not use a persistence mechanism at all, but test and validate the system using
nonpersistent data structures. After the system is mostly validated, we could then implement
the persistence code. This kind of ﬂexibility was desirable for the Health Watcher system, and
justiﬁed the use of the layer architecture and some of the design decisions that we discuss later.
Although some researches might think counter productive using nonpersistent data collection
to test the software before plugging in a persistent collection [16], the use of nonpersistent data
collections aims in early identifying requirements change. This increases productivity since the
persistence code is only implemented after such validation [7], avoiding rewriting persistence
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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code if requirements change. In fact, the nonpersistent data collection should be automatically
generated [7, 17], also increasing productivity.
Figure 4 presents part of the Health Watcher UML [18] class diagram. For simpliﬁcation, it
only shows the classes involved in the complaint processing services, the others essentially
follow the same pattern [10]; we also omit the classes from the communication layer,
which allow remote access to system services. Complaints are registered, updated, and
queried through a web client implemented using Java servlets. Accesses to the Health
Watcher services are made through its facade (HWFacade), which is composed of business
collections. The interface IPersistenceMechanism abstracts which persistence mechanism
is in use. Classes implementing this interface (PersistenceMechanismRDBMS) should handle
database connections and transaction management. In fact, this concrete class can be
reused in other developments that use the same kind of database. Persistent data
collections (ComplaintDataRDBMS) are used to map persistent data into business basic
objects (Complaint), and vice versa. Those collections are used by business collections
(ComplaintRecord) through business-data interfaces (ComplaintData). These interfaces allow
multiple implementations of the data collections, using diﬀerent data storage and management
mechanisms, including nonpersistent data structures (ComplaintDataArray).
To exemplify the tangling problem, the following piece of code shows some lines of the
object-oriented version facade class, a business class. In the ﬁrst line, there is a reference
to a remote interface, which is code speciﬁc for distribution implementation. The class also
has persistence speciﬁc code. The IPersistenceMechanism attribute (line 2) is responsible to
allow implementing persistence transactions.
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Partial Health Watcher class diagram.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

public class HWFacade implements IRemoteFacade {
private IPersistenceMechanism pm;
private ComplaintRecord complaintRecord;
// ...
public void update(Complaint complaint) {
try {
this.pm.beginTransaction();
this.complaintRecord.update(complaint);
this.pm.commitTransaction();
} catch (ObjectNotFoundException e) {
this.pm.rollbackTransaction();
throw e;
} // other catch blocks for each throwable exceptions
} //...
}

c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Aspect-oriented Health Watcher restructuring.

The transactions are implemented in every facade methods. In this example, the transactions
are implemented from line 6 to 13, plus other catch blocks to rollback the transaction if other
exceptions are raised. In fact, if we do not consider transaction implementation, this method
would be implemented only by line 8. The aspect solution to this tangling is presented in the
Health Watcher Aspects Section.

HEALTH WATCHER ASPECTS
In order to minimize the deﬁciencies of the pure Java implementation of the system considered
in our experiment (see Section “The Health Watcher System”), AspectJ was chosen to
restructure the system to implement distribution and persistence concerns. By doing this,
we aimed to achieve better separation of concerns and avoid some tangling and scattering that
cannot be avoided by simply using the layer architecture. Therefore, we hoped to obtain a
more extensible system, supporting, without invasive changes, several diﬀerent conﬁgurations
required by the Health Watcher stakeholders.
Figure 5 depicts the restructuring we made in the object-oriented Health Watcher system
resulting the aspect-oriented Health Watcher. In the object-oriented version, diﬀerent concerns
are tangled with each other and scattered over several places of the system. In the aspectoriented version, the concerns are physically separated and well modularized, not scattered.
As previously mentioned, these separated concerns should be woven to result the distributed
and persistence version of the system.

DISTRIBUTION ASPECTS
In this section, we concentrate on the distribution aspects. Later we consider the persistence
aspects and the complementary exception handling aspects. Those aspects are presented by
discussing the steps we performed towards restructuring the pure Java version of the system
and obtaining the AspectJ version. Although those steps are not generally applicable for all
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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kinds of applications, we believe they can be used as speciﬁc guidelines for implementing
distribution and persistence aspects in systems that comply with the architecture presented
in Section “The Health Watcher System”. They can, likewise, be used as guidelines for
restructuring such systems. Actually, the aspects we present had evolved, since their ﬁrst
version [1], to a more reusable aspects deﬁnition.
In order to allow reuse we implemented an aspect hierarchy composed of abstract aspects,
which are system-independent, and concrete aspects, which are speciﬁc to the Health Watcher
system. In fact, the abstract aspects comply with the software architecture, like all others
guidelines and abstract aspects we deﬁned. Those abstract aspects deﬁne an aspect framework
that provides aspect reuse, helping programmers to implement those concerns in other systems.
The ﬁrst step of the restructuring process for separating the distribution code was to remove
the RMI speciﬁc code from the pure Java version of the system. Roughly, in a system that
complies with the architecture presented in Section “The Health Watcher System”, the RMI
distribution code is tangled in the facade class (server-side) and in the user interface classes
(clients-side). Furthermore, the business basic classes also have some RMI code if their objects
are arguments and return values of the facade’s methods, which are remotely executed.
The RMI code was removed from the mentioned server and client classes and a similar
functionality was separately implemented in associated server-side and client-side aspects, as
explained by the following sections. Those distribution aspects are weaved (composed) to the
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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system resulting in the distribution version, as shown in Figure 6. This seems to be a common
AspectJ pattern [19], where the aspects glue the functionality of their associated classes to
the original system code. In fact, our distribution code consists of distribution aspects and
auxiliary classes or interfaces. When this code is woven with the system code, it essentially
aﬀects the system facade and the user interface classes; the communication between them
becomes remote by distributing the facade instance.
Server-side distribution aspect
The server-side distribution aspect is responsible for making the facade instance remotely
available. It also ensures that the methods of the facade have serializable parameters and
return types, since this is required by RMI.
Implementing a reusable aspect
RMI remote objects implement a so-called remote interface, which is used to access the remote
services provided by those objects. Therefore, we can deﬁne an abstract aspect that uses this
interface to generalize the server side behavior.
Additionally, remote objects are required to extend the RMI UnicastRemoteObject class,
which deﬁnes the behavior of remote objects and makes their references remotely available.
This approach, although recommended by RMI speciﬁcation, would require the server-side
aspect to add RemoteException to the throws clause of the facade’s constructor. This
would be necessary because the subclass (system facade) constructor calls the superclass
(UnicastRemoteObject in this case) constructor, which declares that it might throw
RemoteException. Unfortunately, the current version of AspectJ does not support that
kind of static crosscutting. It can introduce, for example, methods, ﬁelds, and implements
declarations, but not exceptions to a throws clause.
As we could not make the facade extend UnicastRemoteObject, we obtained a
similar eﬀect using an RMI alternative. The exportObject static method, declared in
UnicastRemoteObject, was used to export the facade instance and make it remotely available.
This method is called by the facade main method, which essentially starts up the remote Health
Watcher server.
The abstract aspect deﬁnes an abstract pointcut to identify the execution of the facade main
method. It also deﬁnes abstract methods to initialize the remote instance, to get the instance
and the server names.
abstract aspect ServerSide {
abstract pointcut facadeMainExecution();
abstract Remote initFacadeInstance();
abstract String getSystemName();
abstract String getServerName();
Those abstract methods and pointcut are implemented by system speciﬁc aspects. The
abstract aspect also deﬁnes and around advice that uses the abstract methods to export the
facade instance and make it remotely available.
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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void around(): facadeMainExecution() {
try {
Remote facade = initFacadeInstance();
String systemName = getSystemName();
UnicastRemoteObject.exportObject(facade);
java.rmi.Naming.rebind("/"+ systemName, facade);
} catch (RemoteException rmiEx) { ... }
} catch (MalformedURLException rmiEx) { ... }
}
}
In fact, this advice replaces the entire original main method, and therefore, the original
behavior if despised. However, usually, the main method of a facade class might not even exist
or it may only has tests over the system. It is very unusual a main method to be executed
while the system is being executed.
Defining a concrete aspect
As previously mentioned, RMI remote objects must implement a remote interface. Hence,
the concrete server-side aspect has to modify the facade class (HWFacade) to implement a
corresponding remote interface (IRemoteFacade), which extends the RMI remote interface
(java.rmi.Remote). Since the IRemoteFacade interface is only needed to implement
distribution, its relationship with the system facade was implemented by the distribution
aspect. This is done by using AspectJ’s declare parents construct:
aspect HWServerSide extends ServerSide {
declare parents: HWFacade implements IRemoteFacade;
The IRemoteFacade interface, which is distribution speciﬁc code, was part of the pure Java
version of the system, so we did not have to implement it again. In the AspectJ version of the
system, this interface is speciﬁc and auxiliary to the distribution aspects, so it was grouped with
the other auxiliary types. Besides extending RMI’s Remote interface, this interface contains
the signatures of the facade public methods, however, adding the java.rmi.RemoteException
in their throws clauses. This exception is used by RMI in order to indicate several kinds of
conﬁguration problems and remote communication failures.
The concrete aspect must implement the abstract members of the abstract aspect in order
to specialize it to a speciﬁc system. The methods
Remote initFacadeInstance() { return HWFacade.getInstance(); }
String getSystemName()
{ return "HealthWatcherSystem"; }
String getServerName()
{ return /* server IP or DNS address */ }
and the pointcut
pointcut facadeMainExecution(): execution(static void HWFacade.main(..));
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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As previously mentioned, facade class might not have a main method, and when this happens,
we should add an empty one in order to enable the super aspect. This can be done through
the use of AspectJ inter-type declarations, which adds a main method into the HWFacade class.
Serializing types
As demanded by RMI, the concrete server-side aspect should also make serializable all
parameters and return types of the facade methods. Exceptions are for parameter and return
values that correspond to remote objects themselves.
In order to be serializable, a class has to implement the Java Serializable interface, which
indicates that default object serialization should be available for its objects. So the aspect
simply uses the declare parents construct for each parameter and return type that should
be serializable:
declare parents: healthGuide.HealthUnit || ... || complaint.Complaint
implements java.io.Serializable;
}
This might indeed be repetitive and tedious, suggesting that either AspectJ should have more
powerful metaprogramming constructs [7, 20] or code analysis and generation tools [7, 17]
would be helpful for better supporting this development step. Those tools would be even more
useful for the pure Java implementation, where we have to write basically the same code, but
in a tangled and scattered way.
Client-side distribution aspect
A simple implementation of the client-side aspect would make the client (user interface) classes
refer to the remote facade instance. They all have a HWFacade ﬁeld that should yield the remote
instance when accessed. At ﬁrst, it seems that this could be easily achieved with AspectJ by
intercepting the accesses to those ﬁelds. However, due to RMI conventions, the type of the
remote reference is actually IRemoteFacade. So the remote reference is not assignable to
the HWFacade ﬁelds and, consequently, those cannot yield that reference when accessed. This
problem could be avoided if the client classes had IRemoteFacade ﬁelds, but those classes
would then depend on RMI code, decreasing system modularity.
If the remote reference had HWFacade type, another possibility would be to intercept calls
to the facade methods, making sure that the calls are directed to the remote facade instance.
This could be achieved by ﬁrst deﬁning a pointcut (line 1) to identify calls to the non-static
HWFacade methods (lines 2 and 3), as long as they originate from the user interface classes
(line 3), which in our case are Java servlets:
1:
2:
3:

pointcut facadeCalls(HWFacade local):
target(local)
&& call(* *(..)) &&
!call(static * *(..)) && this(HttpServlet);

In this code, the pointcut parameter local indicates that we want to expose some value in
the execution context of the associated join points. We use the target designator to bind
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the local pointcut parameter to the target of the method calls, and the this designator to
indicate that the currently executing object has type HttpServlet.
Besides identifying the join points of the facade method calls, we would deﬁne an around
advice (line 4) to aﬀect those join points by substituting the reference to the local facade
instance (the target of the call) with the reference to the remote facade instance:
Object around(HWFacade local) throws /*...*/: facadeCalls(local) {
return proceed(remoteHW);
}
This advice aﬀects the facade calls, exposing the reference to the target of each call (line 4).
It uses a reference to the remote instance (remoteHW, declared and initialized by the aspect)
to proceed with the execution ﬂow (line 5), but changing the execution context. This is done
by changing the exposed reference to the target of the call: instead of the reference stored in
local it becomes the one stored in remoteHW. This advice, however, would only be valid if the
type of remoteHW were HWFacade, the type of the advice parameter, instead of IRemoteFacade.
Redirecting method calls
As the discussed solutions do not work with the current version of AspectJ, we had to write
an advice for each facade method, essentially doing the same thing as the previous around
advice, but in a speciﬁc way for each single facade method. For example, the advice for the
update(Complaint) method is the following:
int around(Complaint c) throws /*...*/:
facadeCalls() && call(void update(Complaint)) && args(c) {
return remoteHW.update(c);
}
It redirects the update calls to the facade remote instance. However, this is not done by
changing the value of the target of the call, as in the general around advice shown before.
Here the around advice does not proceed with the execution of the original call, but executes
a new call to the same method, with the same argument, but with a diﬀerent target. Since
we do not change the value of any variable, we avoid the typing problems, with HWFacade and
IRemoteFacade, discussed before. The facadeCalls pointcut used in this advice would be
essentially the same as the one we have shown before, but does not need to expose a reference
to the target of the call.
The advices for the other facade methods are quite similar to this one. In fact, this solution
works well but we loose generality and have to write much more tedious code. It is also not so
good with respect to software maintenance: for every new facade method, we should write an
associated advice, besides including a new method signature in the remote interface.
Defining an abstract aspect
In order to solve this problem and allow reuse, we deﬁne an abstract aspect that uses Java
reﬂection and AspectJ features to redirect facade methods calls. The aspect deﬁnes an abstract
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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pointcut to identify facade calls, and abstract methods to retrieve the name bound to the
remote instance and the name of the server where the remote instance is available.
abstract aspect ClientSide {
private Remote facade;
abstract String getSystemName();
abstract String getServerName();
abstract pointcut facadeLocalCalls();
These abstract methods are not speciﬁc to the Health Watcher system, making the aspect more
general. The aspect also deﬁnes the lookup service to retrieve the remote instance, assigning
it to the facade ﬁeld.
private synchronized Remote getRemoteFacade() {
if (facade == null) {
String systemName = getSystemName();
String serverName = getServerName();
try {
facade = java.rmi.Naming.lookup("//" + serverName +
"/" + systemName);
} catch (Exception ex) {
throw new SoftException(ex);
}
}
return facade;
}
Note that the method wraps any exception raised by the lookup method execution into a
SoftException. This is our approach to any exception raised by a concern implemented in
the aspects, since the exception handling aspects will be responsible to handle them. The
aspect also deﬁnes an around advice that uses the AspectJ API to access the arguments and
name of the method being called, and then to call the corresponding method of the remote
instance.
Object around(): facadeLocalCalls() {
Object[] args = thisJoinPoint.getArgs();
Signature signature = thisJoinPoint.getSignature();
String methodName = signature.getName();
return MethodExecution.invoke(getRemoteFacade(), methodName, args);
}
}
The auxiliary class MethodExecution deﬁnes the static method invoke to call method of
objects using the Java reﬂection API. This approach simpliﬁes and generalizes facade method
redirection. Despite simplifying the number of lines of code and generalizing the method
redirection, the use of reﬂection decrease code readability and avoids static type checking,
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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which may favor adding errors into the program. On the other hand, this abstract aspect is
supposed to be reused, and therefore, should not be implemented by the programmer. The
programmer has only to implement the concrete aspect, which is system-speciﬁc, inheriting
the redirection behavior.
Defining a concrete aspect
The next step is to deﬁne a concrete aspect that should implement the ClientSide abstract
methods and deﬁne the abstract pointcut to identify facade methods call, as in the following
pointcut.
pointcut facadeLocalCalls():
this(HttpServlet) && call(* IRemoteFacade+.*(..)) &&
!call(static * IRemoteFacade+.*(..));
This solution is quite superior to the corresponding pure object-oriented implementation. In
fact, without using AspectJ and this approach, we would have productivity and maintenance
problems. For instance, a common pattern for separating the distribution code in a pure Java
implementation is to use factories and a pair of adapters [8, 9] between the facade and the user
interface classes. However, in this way, we need to write much more code and a change in the
facade class would require changing two classes besides the facade and the remote interface.
Besides that, this alternative pure Java implementation cannot separate the distribution code
at all, not satisfying the Health Watcher’s adaptability and extensibility requirements.
Feature request
Some problems we hade during system restructuring could be avoided if we could add an
exception in a method throws clause. Therefore, we submitted a feature request to the AspectJ
team, which they expect to consider for a following version of AspectJ. We suggested the
support of a new constructor that adds an exception to a method throws clause. For example,
it could be used as in the following declaration, where the wildcard * is used to match any
return type and any method name, and the wildcard .. matches any parameter list:
declare throws: (* IRemoteFacade.*(..)) throws RemoteException;
This declaration would add the RMI speciﬁc exception, RemoteException, to the throws
clause of all methods of the IRemoteFacade interface, assuming that this interface simply
contains the signature of the public methods of the facade; it would not extend Remote
and its methods would not throw RemoteException, this should be implemented by the
aspect. In this way the client classes could have IRemoteFacade ﬁelds, since the RMI details
would be introduced to the interface by the distribution aspects. The general solution shown
at the beginning of this section could then be used; we should only replace HWFacade for
IRemoteFacade in the facadeCalls pointcut deﬁnition.
The proposed feature would be useful to solve similar problems mentioned elsewhere [21],
reinforcing the need for its support. It would allow static exception checking, as opposed to
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the use of AspectJ’s so-called softened exceptions, which are unchecked and therefore can be
thrown anywhere, without further declarations. However, this feature must be used with care.
It has to be used together with aspects that handle the newly added exceptions, otherwise
a well-typed Java program, when woven with the aspect code, might yield a non well-typed
program that does not handle some thrown exceptions. In fact, this feature does not have good
compositionality properties.
Synchronizing states
When implementing the client-side aspect we had also to deal with the synchronization of
object states. This was necessary because RMI supports only a copy parameter passing
mechanism for non-remote arguments. So, when a facade method returns an object to the
client, it actually returns a copy of the server-side object. Therefore, modiﬁcations to the
client copy are not reﬂected in the server-side object.
The client-side aspect should take care of this distribution concern, and make sure that
the modiﬁcations to the client copies are reﬂected on the server. This could be done by
intercepting the user interface (client) methods and synchronizing the states of the serverside copies changed by those methods. The synchronization could be performed through calls
to update methods declared by the system facade.
Later we concluded that this concern and its associated behavior are necessary for
implementing persistence as well. Therefore, we actually implemented it only once, and the
details are presented in Section “Data State Synchronization control”. This shows that the
distribution and persistence concerns are not completely independent. It also shows that
careful design activities are also important for aspect-oriented programming. Only in this way
we can detect in advance intersections, dependences and conﬂicts among diﬀerent aspects.
Consequently, we can avoid serious development problems and better plan the reuse and
parallel development of diﬀerent aspects.
Distributuion aspects class diagram
Figure 7 presents a class diagram of the distribution aspects and the Health Watcher classes
the aspects aﬀect or use, as described in this section. The <<Aspect>> stereotype and the ﬁll
color blue identify the aspects.

PERSISTENCE ASPECTS
This section presents the steps that we followed in order to restructure the persistence code of
the Health Watcher system and obtain the corresponding persistence aspects. The ﬁrst step
in this direction was to remove the persistence code from the pure Java version of the system.
In a system that complies with the architecture presented in Section “The Health Watcher
System”, the persistence code is mostly concentrated in the data collection and persistence
mechanism classes, but also appears in the facade and in the business collection classes.
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Figure 7. Distribution aspects class diagram

The persistence code was removed from the pure Java system and a similar functionality
was implemented as aspects. Figure 8 illustrates that and also shows that we have aspects
for making the system work with nonpersistent data structures. As discussed in Section “The
Health Watcher System”, this is useful for making testing easier and allowing early functional
requirements validation, usually before the persistence code is written. When the persistence
aspects are woven with the system code, we generate a persistent version of the system. The
persistence source code includes the IPersistenceMechanism interface and implementations
for this interface. The IBusinessData interfaces (see Section “The Health Watcher System”)
is responsible to make transparent to the business collection classes what data management
medium they are using, and was not factored out from the core source code. The persistence
aspects aﬀect the facade and business collection classes.
The persistence code includes aspects and auxiliary classes and interfaces to address the
following major concerns: connection and transaction control, partial (shallow) object loading
and object caching for improving performance, and synchronization of object states with the
corresponding database entities, for ensuring consistency. We now discuss most of them and
brieﬂy explain an auxiliary aspect for supporting data collection customization (one can choose
between nonpersistent and persistent).
Persistence mechanism control
The persistence mechanism control aspects are responsible for implementing basic persistence
functionality for all operations accessing the data storage mechanism. They create an instance
of a persistence mechanism class (an implementation of IPersistenceMechanism provided by
the persistence source code) and deal with database initialization, connection handling, and
resources releasing, services provided through the created instance.
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Figure 8. Data management code weaving.

For reuse purposes, this concern was implemented using an aspect hierarchy composed of an
abstract aspect and a concrete aspect. The second is speciﬁc to the Health Watcher system,
whereas the ﬁrst can be used for implementing other systems that comply with the same
architecture of the Health Watcher.
Implementing a reusable aspect
The abstract persistence mechanism control aspect is reusable. It deﬁnes two advice that
depend on abstract pointcuts, which are made concrete by diﬀerent concrete aspects, depending
on the systems in which it is reused. This aspect (AbstractPersistenceControl) deﬁnes an
abstract pointcut (initSystem) to identify the execution of the system initialization process;
this is where an instance of a persistence mechanism class should be created and initialized.
abstract aspect PersistenceControl {
abstract pointcut initSystem();
abstract IPersistenceMechanism pmInit();
The aspect also declares an abstract method that should be used to initialize the persistence
mechanism instance. Both the method and the pointcut are deﬁned abstractly because their
concrete deﬁnitions depend on speciﬁc classes of the system being implemented.
Two advices were declared to initialize and release resources; their implementations use the
abstract pointcut previously deﬁned:
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before(): initSystem() {
getPm().connect();
}
after() throwing: initSystem() {
getPm().disconnect();
}
The before advice states that, before system initialization, a persistence mechanism instance is
created and connected to the database system. If any problem happens during initialization, the
after throwing advice is executed; the resources allocated by the persistence mechanism are
then released. The persistence mechanism disconnect method is only called after an abnormal
execution, since when the system is shutdown, the persistence mechanisms connections are
released. To achieve a more explicit behavior, the aspect might override the finalize method
to assure resources releasing before the object be garbage collected.
The getPm method creates, if necessary, and returns a valid IPersistenceMechanism
instance.
synchronized IPersistenceMechanism getPm() {
if (pm == null) {
pm = pmInit();
}
return pm;
}
Those advices call methods that might raise exceptions, but it would not be interesting to
handle them in the advice code, which will usually be executed before or after some facade
code, during system initialization time. Therefore those exceptions were declared as soft, not
checked, by the declare soft static crosscutting AspectJ construct. In Section “Exception
Handling Aspects” we show how soft exceptions are handled.
Note that this aspect uses a single instance of the persistence mechanism for the whole
application, but it is simple to adapt this aspect to work with a pool of persistence mechanisms,
instead of just one, when required. For example, this would be necessary in a distributed
database environment.
Implementing a concrete aspect
The abstract pointcut and method declared in the previous aspect were concretely deﬁned for
the Health Watcher system in the following aspect.
aspect HWPersistenceControl extends PersistenceControl {
pointcut initSystem(): call(HWFacade.new(..));
IPersistenceMechanism pmInit() {
return PersistenceMechanismRDMS.getInstance();
}
The pointcut deﬁnition states that the initialization point of the Health Watcher system
is the creation of the facade (HWFacade) instance. This aspect also implements the
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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persistence mechanism initialization method, pmInit. This method obtains an instance
of the concrete implementation of the persistence mechanism for relational databases,
PersistenceMechanismRBMS, and then connects it to the database system, using the connect
method.
As in the previous abstract aspect, we have to indicate that the persistence mechanism
exception is soft when raised during the execution of the getInstance method:
pointcut obtainPmInstance(): call(* PersistenceMechanismRDMS.getInstance(..));
declare soft: PersistenceMechanismException: obtainPmInstance();
The obtainPmInstance is just an auxiliary pointcut.
The abstract aspect depends only on the persistence mechanism interface IPersistenceMechanism, beneﬁting software evolution, whereas the concrete aspect depends on a concrete
persistence mechanism. Only the concrete aspect needs to be modiﬁed to support a diﬀerent
data storage mechanism such as object-oriented databases or another implementation for
relational databases. The system can then be easily customized by simply replacing the
concrete aspects and going through the weaving process.
By using factories, a similar kind of customization could also be achieved in the pure Java
implementation of the system. This would require more code to be written. On the other hand,
it would allow customization without recompiling the system code, at least for a pre-existing
set of customization alternatives. This is not currently supported by AspectJ, but is expected
to be. Moreover, with the pure Java version it would be expensive to separate the code for
ordering the creation and use of the persistence mechanism. This would have to be tangled to
the facade code. Since the tangled code would depend only on the IPersistenceMechanism
interface, the main direct disadvantage in this case would be with respect to the legibility of
the facade, instead of its reusability or extensibility. Those would be indirectly aﬀected only.
Persistence control aspects class diagram
Figure 9 presents a class diagram of the persistence control aspects and the Health Watcher
classes and interfaces the aspects aﬀect or use, as described.
Transaction control
When dealing with data stored in a persistence mechanism it is essential to work with
transactions in order to guarantee the ACID properties [22]: atomicity of operations, data
consistency, isolation when performing operations, and data durability even if the system fails.
In the Health Watcher system, the transaction control code was mostly invoked from the facade
class. Therefore, we removed this code and implemented the transaction control concern using
two aspects to improve reusability, similarly to what was done in the implementation of the
previous concern.
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Figure 9. Persistence control aspects class diagram

Implementing a reusable aspect
The simplest version of the abstract transaction control aspect deﬁnes an abstract pointcut
that should identify the transactional methods of the system; that is, the methods whose
execution should be bound by a transaction:
abstract aspect TransactionControl {
abstract pointcut transactionalMethods();
abstract IPersistenceMechanism getPm();
It also declares an abstract method to obtain a valid persistence mechanism instance; it is
necessary for invoking the transaction services supported by the persistence mechanism.
The abstract transaction control aspect also implements three advice to begin, commit, and
rollback transactions. The ﬁrst one is a before advice that starts a transaction just before the
execution of any transactional method:
before(): transactionalMethods() {
getPm().beginTransaction();
}
As in the previous aspect deﬁnition, we should declare that the exceptions raised by the
methods called inside the advice are soft; we omit the code here.
We also have an after returning advice that commits the transaction when the method
executions returns successfully:
after() returning: transactionalMethods() {
getPm().commitTransaction();
}
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At last, an after throwing advice rolls the transaction back to the original state, maintaining
the database in a consistent state, if any problem happens during the execution of any
transactional method:
after() throwing: transactionalMethods() {
getPm().rollbackTransaction();
}
Notice that any exception that is thrown and not handled by a transactional method aborts
the transaction. We had the same behavior in the pure Java version of the Health Watcher
system. This decision was perfectly adequate for both versions of the system and we believe that
it would be adequate for other systems too. Nevertheless, this shows that the programmer that
writes the persistence aspects should be aware of the behavior of the aﬀected code. Likewise,
the programmer who wishes to reuse our transaction aspects should be aware of the eﬀect
of throwing, and not handling, an exception. In fact, there might be a strong dependency
between the aspect code and the Java code [21]. In the transactions case, we do not think
that this brings major problems in practice. In general, more powerful AspectJ tools would
be necessary to provide multiple views, and associated operations, for the strongly related
AspectJ and Java units of code. Current tools, such as AJDT for Eclipse [23] and others [24],
only show the dependency between the Java code and the aspects that aﬀect it.
Implementing a concrete aspect
The concrete transaction control aspect (HWTransactionControl) inherits from the previous
abstract aspect and provides concrete deﬁnitions for the abstract pointcut and method.
When deﬁning the concrete pointcut, we do not directly list the signatures of all
transactional methods. This would aﬀect aspect legibility and make the aspect code
too much directly dependent on modiﬁcations on the method signatures. Therefore, we
deﬁned an interface containing the signatures of the transactional methods. This interface,
ITransactionalMethods, is used by the pointcut to identify the transactional methods of the
system. The pointcut matches the execution of all methods deﬁned by the interface:
aspect HWTransactionControl extends TransactionControl {
declare parents: HWFacade implements ITransactionalMethods;
pointcut transactionalMethods(): execution(* ITransactionalMethods.*(..));
The aspect also uses the declare parents construct to make the facade class, which
contains all transactional methods of the Health Watcher system, implementing the
ITransactionalMethods interface. This is necessary for associating the methods that will
be executed with the signatures in the interface.
The deﬁnition of the concrete method refers to the concrete persistence control aspect, which
provides access to an instance of the persistence mechanism:
IPersistenceMechanism getPm() {
HWPersistenceControl pc = HWPersistenceControl.aspectOf();
return pc.getPm();
}
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This method yields a valid instance of the persistence mechanism. This is done by obtaining
the instance that is available in the HWPersistenceControl aspect, through its getPm
method. We use the aspectOf method to obtain an instance of the aspect. This makes
the concrete transaction aspect dependent on the concrete persistence control aspect, but
the abstract aspects are independent of each other and can be reused and support diﬀerent
system customization alternatives. In fact, despite being syntactically independent, there is
a semantic dependency between these abstract aspects, since persistent software usually also
needs transaction control, and, probably, vice versa. The independency we claim relies in the
fact that one does not provide nor uses services from the other.
With this approach, the aspect is not directly dependent on the transactional methods
signatures, but the auxiliary ITransactionalMethods interface is completely dependent
on them. In fact, the interface should contain a subset of the signatures of the methods
deﬁned by the facade class. Once again this suggests that either AspectJ should have more
powerful metaprogramming constructs [7, 20] or code analysis and generation tools [7, 17]
would be helpful for better supporting this development step. Those tools would semiautomatically extract information from the facade every time the facade code changes,
minimizing maintenance problems.
The Health Watcher system with the transaction aspects is signiﬁcantly better than the pure
Java system. In the original system code, the transactional methods explicitly call methods
for transaction control. They also have code for handling the associated exceptions. For each
method, there are at least 6 lines of tangled code to call the transaction lifecycle methods and
handle the exceptions. Factoring all these repeated lines of code in a single unit avoids tedious
work and increases productivity. It also makes the code much easier to evolve, especially if
modiﬁcations in the transaction control policies are required. In this way, the developers can
be more focused on the more interesting aspects of transaction implementation and on the
main functionality implementation.
Implementing alternative policies
The aspects illustrated in this section oﬀer a uniform transaction control policy, which was
useful for most situations in the Health Watcher system but might not be adequate for more
complex or performance demanding systems. The same performance limitations are reported
by a similar, although independently developed, AspectJ implementation of transactions in the
context of the OPTIMA framework for controlling concurrency and failures with transactions
[21]. However, slight variations of our implementation can oﬀer several alternative policies and
solve those limitations. For example, we could have diﬀerent transaction implementations for
read only and update operations (read transaction and write transaction, respectively). We
could also have more than one class with transactional methods.
In order to support diﬀerent transaction implementations, it is useful to deﬁne an
appropriate interface hierarchy to indicate the diﬀerent kinds of transactional methods.
The hierarchy shown in Figure 10 establishes that all transaction control interfaces
should extend ITransactionalMethods. Interfaces specifying read only methods should
extend ReadOnlyTransactionalMethods, and interfaces specifying update methods should
extend UpdateTransactionalMethods. The class that implements the transactional
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Figure 10. Transactional methods hierarchy.

methods should then implement the speciﬁc interfaces, instead of simply implementing
ITransactionalMethods, as done before.
In addition to a diﬀerent interface hierarchy, we should have variations of the abstract
and concrete aspects. Instead of having a single pointcut, transactionalMethods, we should
have two pointcuts, one for read operations (readOnlyTransMethods) and the other for write
operations (updateTransMethods). Those pointcuts must match the execution of the methods
of the associated interfaces. The abstract aspect should now have two sets of transactions
advice, one set for each pointcut. Each set has a before, an after returning, and an
after throwing advice, similar to the ones illustrated before. In this way, we can specify
diﬀerent behavior for the diﬀerent kinds of transactional methods.
Roughly generalizing, the transaction control aspects should contain a pointcut and a set
of three transactions advice for each kind of transactional method existing in the system. In
an extreme situation, we could maybe imagine each transactional method having a diﬀerent
type of transaction implementation. In this case, the AspectJ version would only have a small
advantage over the pure Java version: by removing the tangled code, the facade becomes
simpler. On the other hand, considering that we do not have advanced AspectJ tools as
discussed in the beginning of the section, there is a disadvantage too: as we separated related
code, changes to a code unit might usually aﬀect the other. However, these extreme situations
do not seem to be usual. In fact, it seems that our AspectJ implementation of transactions
can usually have signiﬁcant advantages over pure Java implementations. That is certainly the
case of systems such as the Health Watcher.
Another straightforward variation of the transaction control aspects supports multiple
classes with transactional methods. In this case, one interface should be deﬁned for each
one of the classes. Those interfaces should extend the transactional methods interface
ITransactionalMethods. For instance, suppose that the Health Watcher system contains
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Figure 11. Example of multiple transactional components.

transactional methods in two classes: CitizenFacade, deﬁning the main system services,
and AdminFacade, containing system administration and conﬁguration services. Therefore, we
should deﬁne two interfaces: ITransactionalCitizen and ITransactionalAdmin. Figure 11
shows the UML class diagram for this hierarchy.
Besides having the extra interfaces, we should extend the concrete HWTransactionControl
aspect to reﬂect this new structure:
declare parents: AdminFacade
implements ITransactionalAdmin;
declare parents: CitizenFacade implements ITransactionalCitizen;
The concrete transactionalMethods pointcut should also be modiﬁed to consider the
executions of the methods declared in the new transactional interfaces.
Transaction control aspects class diagram
Figure 12 presents a class diagram of the transaction control aspects and the Health Watcher
classes and interfaces the aspects aﬀect or use.
Data collection customization
As explained before, the Health Watcher system should also work using nonpersistent data. In
order to support this, two aspects were coded in such a way that we can build both application
versions: nonpersistent and persistent. Each version is the result of weaving pure Java code
with additional AspectJ code, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 12. Transaction control aspects class diagram

Implement a system-independent reusable aspect
Again, we deﬁne an abstract aspect to increase aspect reuse. The aspect DataCollectionCustomization deﬁnes a pointcut to identify business collections creation
abstract aspect DataCollectionCustomization {
pointcut recordsCreation():
call(SystemRecord+.new(..)) && !within(DataCollectionCustomization+);
by using an auxiliary class SystemRecord that should be made superclass of the business
collections classes by the system-speciﬁc aspect. The aspect deﬁnes an around advice to return
a business collection using the conﬁgured data collection, which is chosen by a concrete aspect.
SystemRecord around(): recordsCreation() {
Signature signature = thisJoinPoint.getSignature()
return getSystemRecord(signature.getDeclaringType());
}
protected abstract SystemRecord getSystemRecord(Class type);
}
The abstract method getSystemRecord should return the required business collection object
based in the information of what class (business bollection) is being created in the aﬀected
join point. Note that this aspects uses information from the execution context through the
variable thisJoinPoint [25].
This aspect simpliﬁes the programmer work in the sense that the system-speciﬁc aspect
that will implement the getSystemRecord method has only to deﬁne methods to retrieve the
system-speciﬁc data collections for the required medium.
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Implement an abstract system-specific aspect
Unlike the other abstract aspects, this one is system-speciﬁc in the sense that it must be deﬁned
for each system and therefore cannot be reused. The aspect HWDataCollectionCustomization
identiﬁes the system business collection classes and make them subclasses of SystemRecord:
abstract aspect HWDataCollectionCustomization extends
DataCollectionCustomization {
declare parents: ComplaintRecord || ... extends SystemRecord;
The aspect implements the getSystemRecord method by creating the corresponding business
collection based on its Class information.
protected SystemRecord getSystemRecord(Class type) {
SystemRecord response = null;
if (type.equals(ComplaintRecord.class)) {
response = new ComplaintRecord(getComplaintData());
} else if (type.equals(...
}
return response;
}
protected abstract ComplaintData getComplaintData();
...
}
Note that the getSystemRecord method uses an abstract method getComplaintData that is
responsible to create the data collection to be used by the business collection. We omit the
code for the others business collections, but it is similar to the ComplaintRecord code. It is
important to mention the need to change the getSystemRecord method every time a business
collection is added or removed from the system. This abstract, but system-speciﬁc, aspect is
necessary in order to allow other aspects to inherit from it in order to deﬁne the medium the
software should use. The following concrete aspects deﬁnition depicts this.
The use of reﬂection, when the Class type is used by the getSystemRecord method, has
some negative issues. For example, unlike the previous abstract aspect, this aspect is not part
of the aspect framework. Therefore, the aspect has to be implemented by a programmer since
it is system-speciﬁc. By using reﬂection, its code is more diﬃcult to understand and reason
about. On the other hand, this aspect implements only part of the reﬂection code, actually a
simple part. The other part of the reﬂection is implemented in the previous abstract aspect,
which is part of the framework.
Implement concrete aspects
For the persistent version, we have an aspect responsible for creating persistent data
collections to the system, implementing the abstract methods responsible for retrieving the
data collections. In fact, we should implement two aspects: PersistentDataCollection and
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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ComplaintData
<<NonpersistentDataCollection>>
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insert(Complaint)
remove(code)
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<<PersistentDataCollection>>
ComplaintDataRDBMS

Figure 13. Data collection customization aspects class diagram

NonpersistentDataCollection, respectively for retrieving persistent and nonpersistent data
collections.
This is possible because both persistent and nonpersistent data collections implement
the same interface. Similar aspects can also be deﬁned to associate diﬀerent kinds
of nonpersistent data collections. The aspect that associates the data collections using
nonpersitent implementation is quite similar to the persistent aspect.
Therefore, in order to switch between persistent and nonpersistent versions of
the system we should only switch between the PersistentDataCollection and
NonpersistentDataCollection aspects when weaving.
As discussed in Section “Persistence mechanism control”, this kind of customization can
also be supported by the pure Java implementation, with several advantages and some
disadvantages.
Data collection customization aspects class diagram
Figure 13 presents a class diagram of the data collection customization aspects and the Health
Watcher classes and interfaces the aspects aﬀect or use.
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Data access on demand (partial object loading)
Objects might have a complex structure, being composed of several other dependent objects.
In those cases, object storage and retrieval in data storage mechanisms need special care
to avoid performance degradation. An adequate approach to access this kind of object is to
parameterize the data loading level. For each kind of object usage, an adequate loading level
should be deﬁned. For example, a service that lists complaints may only need to access the
complaints description and code, whereas a service that generates a complex report may need
the complaints description, code, associated disease type and related health unit data. This
kind of data access on demand is an interesting feature when accessing large persistent object
graphs, so it was implemented in the Health Watcher system.
A common solution to associate the object access strategies with the diﬀerent kinds of object
usages is to provide the access methods with an extra parameter, say an integer, to indicate
the desired loading level. So, for example, the search(int) method for accessing disease
types by their integer code should have an extra parameter to indicate how much disease
type information should be accessed. There are two problems with this approach. The ﬁrst is
that the extra parameter has nothing to do with the conceptual service being implemented,
so we loose in legibility. The second problem is that this approach requires whoever accesses
the objects to indicate this parameter value, generating an indirect dependence with speciﬁc
persistent data collections, where the extra access methods are implemented.
In order to avoid those problems detected in the pure Java version of the Health Watcher,
we deﬁned an aspect to deal with data access on demand. This aspect calls access methods
with the extra parameter, but those are not visible to the system services. Those services, for
example, call the search(int) method for accessing disease types. The aspect intercepts those
calls and then calls the access methods with an extra argument indicating the required data
loading level. In this way, we preserve the implementation of data access calls without needing
an extra parameter, or any other kind of workaround in the user interface and business layers.
Identifying kinds of object usages
The data access on demand aspect ﬁrst declares the pointcuts that identify where a
speciﬁc kind of object usage appears. In order to illustrate that, we can use an interface
(PartialLoadingServlet) to identify the servlets that generate web pages listing partial
information about several objects of a class.
aspect ParametrizedDataLoading {
private interface PartialLoadingServlet {}
declare parents: ServletSearchHealthUnit implements PartialLoadingServlet;
For example, a servlet could generate a page with partial information about the various health
units registered in the system by just showing the code and the name of the health unit,
omitting, for example, the specialties of each health unit. In this case, the search method of
the HealthUnit data collection should adopt a particular kind of object usage, namely partial
object loading, which avoids retrieving complex attributes of objects, like relationships to other
objects. Therefore, we must deﬁne a pointcut matching the execution of those methods:
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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pointcut partialLoadingServlets():
this(PartialLoadingServlets+) && execution(* do*(..));
We should list more servlets in the declare parents clause to identify all servlets that should
generate a page with partial information.
Applying the adequate loading level
After specifying that the subtypes of PartialLoadingServlets adopt a speciﬁc kind of object
usage, we must, for instance, specify that this kind of usage should be applied when searching
HealthUnit objects in the associated data collection (HealthUnitDataRDBMS):
pointcut healthUnitSearchCall(HealthUnitDataRDBMS huData, int code) :
cflow(partialLoadingServlets()) && target(huData) &&
call(HealthUnit search(int))
&& args(code);
The target and the argument of the search method are exposed by the pointcut because those
values are necessary for redirecting the matched method calls. The cflow construct is used
to match only method calls that are in the execution ﬂow of the join points matched by the
partialLoadingServlets pointcut. Therefore, we intercept only search method calls that
originate from the execution of the methods of PartialLoadingServlet and its subtypes.
Similar pointcuts should be declared for other access methods called in the same context.
In fact, the previous pointcut does not match any execution of those facade methods if the
servlets and the facade are executing in diﬀerent machines, i.e., the software are distributed.
A solution for that is discussed in Section “Distribution aspects for partial loading”.
Besides the pointcuts, we must have advice that intercept calls to the access methods and
apply the appropriate data loading level. For accesses to health units, we have the following:
HealthUnit around(HealthUnitDataRDBMS huData, int code) throws ...:
searchCall(huData, code) {
return huData.searchByLevel(code, HealthUnit.PARTIAL_ACCESS);
}
We basically replace the search method call for a searchByLevel call, using the same
target and argument. The speciﬁed partial loading level corresponds to the level adopted
by partialLoadingServlets. Using this solution, the persistent data collections should
provide methods such as searchByLevel, with extra parameters to indicate the loading level.
Alternatively, they could provide methods with diﬀerent names. It is important to clarify
that in our approach, the searchByLevel method is implemented in the data collection.
This should not be seen as an invasive chance, since data collections are actually auxiliary
aspects classes. For example the Health Watcher data collections are located in packages
like aspects.dataManagement.dataCollections.rdbms. In fact, our approach contributes to
code modularization, by implementing data collection methods directly in the data collections.
Data collection and aspects should not be oblivious from each other, since both are in the
”aspect side”.
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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HealthUnit
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searchByLevel(code, level) : HealthUnit

Figure 14. Data access on demand aspects class diagram

This solution modularizes a persistence concern and solves some problems of the pure
Java implementation. However, it presents some problems with respect to extensibility
and legibility, problems of the original version as well. For example, when modifying the
ServletSearchHealthUnit code, the programmer must be aware of the advice that intercept
that code, otherwise it might try to have access to non-loaded health unit information. It might
even be necessary to change the aspect because of changes in the servlet. This shows a strong
dependence between the aspects and the Java code, requiring more powerful AspectJ tools as
discussed in Section “Transaction control”, or more sophisticated pointcut deﬁnitions. For the
transaction aspects, those tools could be helpful. For the aspect presented in this section, they
would be very important.
Our solution to data access on demand also requires more code to be written than in the
pure Java version. Fortunately, the extra code follows the same pattern of the pointcuts and
advice shown in this section. Code generation tools could easily generate the corresponding
code templates. An alternative might be the use of generic aspects, similarly to generic classes
in Java.
Data access on demand aspects class diagram
Figure 14 presents a class diagram of the data access on demand aspect and the Health Watcher
classes and interfaces the aspects aﬀect or use.
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DATA STATE SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL
The business and presentation layers deal with persistent objects, which contain data that
reﬂect the data stored in the database. Those layers invoke several methods on those
objects, changing attribute values in the objects only. Therefore, in order to guarantee object
persistence, extra method calls are necessary to synchronize the object data with the database
data, reﬂecting the attribute changes into the database. Similar synchronization calls are also
necessary for distribution purposes, as discussed at the end of Section “Client-side distribution
aspect”. Therefore, this concern is seen as a separate aspect, since it should be used in
conjunction in both persistent and distributed versions.
For separating concerns, those layers should not know whether an object is persistent (its
state reﬂects stored data) or not (its state corresponds to nonpersistent data). Therefore,
we removed the synchronization calls and implemented a similar functionality in the data
state synchronization control aspect. When this aspect is woven with the pure Java code, it
introduces the synchronization method calls in the business and presentation code, satisfying
both persistence and distribution requirements.
Identifying classes whose objects must be updated
The UpdateStateControl aspect deﬁnes a tag interface (SynchronizableObject) to identify
classes whose objects must be updated after being changed.
aspect UpdateStateControl percflow(UpdateStateControl.servletService()) {
private interface SynchronizableObject {
void synchronizeObject(int updateSource);
}
The aspect uses a percflow designator to create an instance of the aspect for each execution
ﬂow speciﬁed by the pointcut servletService:
pointcut servletService() :
this(HttpServlet) &&
(execution(void doPost(..)) || execution(void doGet(..)));
This avoids undesirable interferences between concurrent executions of Java servlets requests
creating an aspect instance per servlet request, instead of sharing a single aspect instance
among all requests.
We used the declare parents construct to make the class Complaint subtype of
SynchronizableObject.
declare parents: Complaint implements SynchronizableObject;
Identifying object updates
The next step is to identify when objects of the previously identiﬁed classes are updated in
the presentation layer (user interface). Those updates should be identiﬁed so that the updated
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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objects are temporarily stored, in a nonpersistent data structure, and later synchronized with
the business layer. We used property-based crosscutting to simplify the speciﬁcation of the
updates in the presentation layer:
pointcut remoteUpdate(SynchronizableObject o):
this(HttpServlet) && target(o) && call(* set*(..));
This pointcut matches calls to the set methods of persistent objects, the target of the calls,
but it considers only the calls executed by a servlet, the source (this) of the calls. This works
well for the Health Watcher system because its user interface is implemented with Java servlets
and its classes follow a name convention, actually the Java name convention: methods that
change attribute values have names starting with set.
The aspect also identiﬁes updates in the business layer. In the Health Watcher architecture,
those updates appear in the business collection classes. As we also follow a convention for those
classes’ names (they all end with Record), we can have a general property-based pointcut
deﬁnition for detecting persistent object updates in the business layer:
pointcut localUpdate(SynchronizableObject o):
this(*Record) && target(o) && call(* set*(..));
The name conventions simplify the pointcut deﬁnitions, but they are not essential. In fact,
more complex pointcuts can be deﬁned when naming conventions are not followed. In general,
though, it could be tedious and error prone to list the signatures of the methods that correspond
to persistent object updates. Therefore, if no conventions were followed, it would be quite useful
to have a code analysis and generation tool that helps the user to identify those methods and
generate part of the aspect code.
Capturing updated objects
The aspect identiﬁes the updates and temporarily stores the modiﬁed persistent objects in a
nonpersistent data structure. This is speciﬁed by the following code, which declares an advice
and an aspect variable to hold a reference to the data structure:
private Set remoteDirtyObjects = new HashSet();
after(SynchronizableObject o) returning: remoteUpdate(o) {
remoteDirtyObjects.add(o);
}
The code for intercepting the updates in the business collection classes is quite similar to this
one, so we omit it here.
Synchronizing states
During the execution of a system service, the previous advice captures and stores the
updated objects. When the service execution terminates, the aspect can ﬁnally introduce the
synchronization calls to reﬂect the updates in the database. This is speciﬁed by the following
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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pointcut and advice, which runs after the execution of the servlet services (doPost and doGet
methods), when there are updated objects that have to be synchronized:
pointcut remoteExecution():
if(UpdateStateControl.aspectOf().hasDirtyObjects()) && servletService();
after() returning: remoteExecution() {
Iterator it = remoteDirtyObjects.iterator();
while (it.hasNext()) {
SynchronizableObject o = (SynchronizableObject) it.next();
try {
o.synchronizeObject(UpdateStateControl.REMOTE_UPDATE);
} finally {
it.remove();
}
}
}
The advice basically iterates over the data structure holding the updated objects, synchronizing
those objects. We should also deﬁne a similar pointcut and advice for synchronizing the objects
changed by executing the methods of the business collection classes.
Updating objects
Finally, we should implement the synchronizeObject method that is responsible to update
objects. This method is introduced into the class using the inter-type declaration mechanism:
public void Complaint.synchronizeObject(int updateSource) {
try {
if (updateSource == REMOTE_UPDATE) {
HWFacade facade = HWFacade.getInstance();
facade.update(this);
} else {
ComplaintRecord record = new ComplaintRecord(null);
record.update(this);
}
} catch (Exception ex) {
throw new SoftException(ex);
}
}
Note once more our exception wrapping approach. The exception handling aspects are
responsible to handle them. The record instantiation is actually intercepted by the
DataCollectionCustomization aspect that initializes the record with the respective data
collection to the used storage medium (see Section “Data Collection Customization”).
For simplicity, we omitted the declarations for others classes whose objects should be updated
if changed. They are, in fact, quite similar to the just illustrated.
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Comparing with the pure Java version, this solution is easier to modify since the
synchronization concern is completely separated. It is also more concise than the corresponding
Java implementation, where the synchronization calls are replicated in several parts of the
system. Nevertheless, it also requires some tedious code to be written, so it would be helpful
to have a code analysis and generation tool that would help the programmer in implementing
this aspect for diﬀerent systems complying with the same architecture of the Health Watcher
system.
Our solution for state synchronization also seems to be less error prone than the Java
implementation, where the programmers might usually forget to write some synchronization
calls. On the other hand, in the pure Java version the programmer might write the
synchronization calls he wants, wherever he wants, beneﬁting from special optimizations.
Some of those optimizations could also be achieved with AspectJ, by implementing diﬀerent
strategies for storing the updated objects and later synchronizing them. In general, though,
we expect the AspectJ version to be less eﬃcient than the Java version. In the Health Watcher
system, this eﬃciency loss was insigniﬁcant. In more complex systems, dealing with several
complex objects, we suspect it might not be worth to separate the synchronization concern
using the implementation we proposed. Fortunately, the consequences of not separating this
concern are not so drastic. In particular, that would not prevent alternative customizations
for the system since the synchronization calls are not middleware dependent.
Generalizing the distribution aspects
As previously shown, the various implementations of the synchronizeObject method call
facade methods, which indicates that the synchronization originates from updates in the
user interface classes. In a distributed version of the system, those calls to the facade
methods should be remote. In fact, the distribution aspects should intercept those calls.
Unfortunately, as presented in Section “Client-side distribution aspect”, the client-side
distribution aspect is based on the facadeCalls pointcut, which intercepts only facade method
calls originating from Java servlets (see the this(HttpServlet) constraint in the pointcut).
The synchronizeObject calls originate from persistent objects.
In order to solve this problem, we had to generalize the deﬁnition of the facadeCalls
pointcut in such a way that it includes new joint points corresponding to the execution of the
facade methods called by the synchronizeObject method.
pointcut facadeLocalCalls():
(this(HttpServlet) || within(UpdateStateControlPerCflow)) &&
call(* IRemoteFacade+.*(..)) && !call(static * IRemoteFacade+.*(..));
This shows the importance of deﬁning general pointcuts that consider the interception
of both the pure Java code and the other aspects code. Moreover, this reinforces the fact
that the distribution and persistence concerns are not completely independent. They are
semantically dependent. Therefore, careful design activities should have been performed before
implementation, avoiding rework, although that was minimal in the reported case. A diﬃcult
in that direction is the lack of a proper notion of aspect interface, which would be useful for
supporting parallel development.
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Figure 15. Update state control aspects class diagram

In our previous implementation [1], the persistence aspects depended on the distribution
aspects that implement the data synchronization between the server and the clients. However,
this concern was factored out, since it crosscuts both distribution and persistence. This allows
us to use the distribution aspects together with the state synchronization aspect but without
the persistence aspects when they are not necessary, and vice-versa.
Data state synchronization aspects class diagram
Figure 15 presents a class diagram of the data state synchronization control aspect including
the Health Watcher classes and interfaces the aspect aﬀects or uses.

EXCEPTION HANDLING ASPECTS
As some of the advice presented so far might raise exceptions that are not handled by the advice
themselves, we had to implement auxiliary exception handling aspects. In the Health Watcher
system, they basically handle AspectJ’s unchecked soft exception, since this is the type of the
exceptions raised by the distribution and persistence advice. However, those aspects constitute
an exception handling framework that could be used to handle other types of exceptions as
well. Although exception handling is a natural crosscutting concern, usually implemented in a
scattered form, in our experiment we concentrated on separating distribution and persistence
concerns, and simply used the exception handling aspects to handle advice exceptions.
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Handling exceptions
We ﬁrst implemented a general aspect that deﬁnes an abstract pointcut for identifying the
join points where the (softened) exceptions must be handled:
abstract aspect ExceptionHandling {
abstract pointcut exceptionJoinPoints();
Object around(): exceptionJoinPoints() {
Object o = null;
try {
o = proceed();
} catch (SoftException ex) {
this.exceptionHandling(ex);
}
}
protected abstract void exceptionHandling(SoftException ex);
}
The aspect also deﬁnes an around advice that catches SoftException objects in the
speciﬁed join points. This advice speciﬁes that the exception should be handled by the
exceptionHandling method, which is also declared as abstract by the aspect.
Handling exceptions with servlets
As the user interface classes of the Health Watcher system are Java servlets, we extended the
general exception handling aspect with behavior useful for handling exceptions with servlets.
The servlets are basically used to properly notify the user that something went wrong, and
maybe suggest some speciﬁc actions she should take. In order to do that, the aspect code must
have access to PrintWriter objects, which are used by servlets to write responses back to the
service requester. The following aspect does that by deﬁning a pointcut that identiﬁes the join
points where a PrintWriter object is obtained through the response object:
abstract aspect ServletsExceptionHandling extends ExceptionHandling
percflow(ServletsExceptionHandling.clientService()) {
pointcut printWriterCreation():
target(HttpServletResponse) && call(PrintWriter getWriter());
It also declares an after returning advice, which actually get and store the PrintWriter
object returned by the getWriter method call:
private PrintWriter printWriter;
after() returning (PrintWriter out): printWriterCreation() {
printWriter = out;
}
This aspect uses a percflow aspect association to create an instance of the aspect for each
entrance to the control ﬂow of the join points deﬁned the clientService pointcut (execution
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Figure 16. Exception handling aspects class diagram

of the do* servlets methods). This is necessary because one PrintWriter object is created for
each request received by a servlet. So when handling exceptions we should make sure that we
use the right PrintWriter to notify the user.
This aspect also provides the concrete deﬁnition of the exceptionHandling method. It
basically accesses the exceptions wrapped as soft exceptions and properly notiﬁes the user
through the PrintWriter object.
In order to be reusable, the previous aspect is abstract and does not provide a
concrete pointcut to identify the join points where the exceptions must be caught. Speciﬁc
aspects should do this. In the Health Watcher system, we deﬁned such a speciﬁc aspect
(HWExceptionHandling) for identifying default exception handling join points: the service
methods of the servlets, meaning that the default handling behavior is to notify the user.
If other aspects need to deﬁne speciﬁc exception handling behavior, they must deﬁne a
specialization of the aspect ExceptionHandling, providing the handling behavior and the
join points to catch the exceptions.
Exception handling aspects class diagram
Figure 16 presents a class diagram of the exception handling aspects and the Health Watcher
classes and interfaces the aspects aﬀect or use.

INTERFERENCES BETWEEN ASPECTS
When performing the experiment we identiﬁed interferences between some aspects. Since the
distribution aspects change the computing model by distributing the processing in diﬀerent
machines, they interfered with other aspects. The identiﬁed interferences were:
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• Persistence aspects might call facade methods that should be redirected to the remote
facade instance, when generating the distributed version.
• Information about the execution context in the client-side is not available in the server
side. For example, the cflow designator cannot identify join points in the server-side
that was originated from the GUI control ﬂow, because this ﬂow information is not
transmitted from the client-side to the server-side.
We believe that the interferences of the distribution aspects are natural, since they modify
the programming model when distributing part of the processing. Therefore, the distribution
aspect must be aware of these interferences providing solution to them.
The PersistentDistributedUpdateStateControl aspect declares a compile-time warning
that identiﬁes calls to the facade class. The programmer should investigate these calls
and, if necessary, write the proper pointcut and advice to redirect them to the facade’s
remote instance, similarly to what the ClientSideDistribution does. At the moment,
this aspect aﬀects theUpdateStateControl aspect, which calls facade methods. In Section
“Data state synchronization control” the distribution aspect is generalized to aﬀect the
UpdateStateControl aspect.
Distribution aspects for partial loading
The ParametrizedDataLoading aspect uses information about the servlets execution ﬂow in
order to determine if a search method call should retrieve an object with complete or partial
information. However, the current implementation of the AspectJ cflow designator cannot
track the execution ﬂow if the ﬂow executes in distinct machines. Therefore, by distributing
the servlets execution to another machine, or another JVM (Java virtual machine), the cflow
designators in the aspects do not track the execution ﬂow from the distributed servlets, not
reaching the join points deﬁned by the ParametrizedDataLoading aspect.
Figure 17 depicts the problem mentioned above. Consider the PartialLoading aspect that
uses information about the servlet execution ﬂow in order to aﬀect a facade’s method. When a
speciﬁc servlet X calls a facade method (a) the aspect should aﬀect its execution (b) changing
its behavior. However, if the servlet and facade objects are distributed in diﬀerent machines,
the cflow designator used by the aspect does not match the servlet execution, since it does
not occur in the same machine the aspect is running.
Our solution adds a new method in the facade class in order to identify calls from servlet
X to method m and redirects the original servlet call to the new method (c). Now, the aspect
should use the cflow information from the added method (d) in order to aﬀect m’s execution
(e).
This shows that the current implementation of the AspectJ cflow designator should be
modiﬁed in order to support remote execution at least using RMI, since AspectJ is an extension
of Java and RMI is the Java solution for distribution. There are proposals for implementing
such kind of construction elsewhere [26]. As AspectJ does not provide such support, we
develop a solution. We deﬁne new aspects that must be woven to the system if every time
the ParametrizedDataLoading aspect and the distribution aspects are woven.
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(a)
class Facade {
m() {...}
}

(b)
aspect PartialLoading {
...
}

Machine B

(c)
class Facade {
mFlag() {m()}
m() {...}
}

(d)

(e)

aspect PartialLoading {
...
}

Figure 17. Interference problem and solution.

Our solution has actually two additional aspects that aﬀect the server and the client side.
The aspects are responsible to add some explicit information in the server-side, in order to
identify that an execution was made from a speciﬁc servlet and should be handled diﬀerently,
as depicted by Figure 17.
The FacadeDistributedParametrizedDataLoading aspect adds new methods to the facade
class and to the remote interface to replace the servlets cflow information.
aspect FacadeDistributedParametrizedDataLoading {
abstract IteratorHW IRemoteFacade.flagGetHealthUnitList()
throws ObjectNotFoundException, RemoteException;
IteratorHW HWFacade.flagGetHealthUnitList()
throws ObjectNotFoundException, RemoteException {
return this.getHealthUnitList();
...
}
Note that the added method has the same name of one of the facade methods but with a preﬁx
(flag). Whenever this method is called, the data collection search method should execute
a partial loading. In fact, this aspect should have more methods for dealing with additional
use of the cflow designator. The next declaration deﬁnes a pointcut to identify calls to the
added method. The cflow designator is used by another pointcut to identify calls to the data
collection search method exposing the data collection and the argument of the method call.
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pointcut healthUnitFetchDataFacadeIntroducedMethod():
this(HWFacade) &&
execution(IteratorHW flagGetHealthUnitList());
pointcut flatLevelOfAccess(HealthUnitDataRDBMS huData, int code):
target(huData) && cflow(healthUnitFetchDataFacadeIntroducedMethod()) &&
args(code)
&& call(HealthUnit search(int));
At last the aspect deﬁnes an around advice that redirects calls from the data collection search
method to its searchByLevel method, just like the PartialLoadingServlets advice. The
method redirection is performed based on the cflow of the ﬂagged method since there is no
explicit information available about the servlets execution ﬂow.
HealthUnit around(HealthUnitDataRDBMS huData, int code)
throws ObjectNotFoundException : flatLevelOfAccess(huData, code) {
return huData.searchByLevel(code, HealthUnit.SHALLOW_ACCESS);
}
}
Similar code should be added into this aspect in order to identify new execution ﬂows originated
from servlets.
Now in order to ﬂag partial loading we have to redirect the calls from the servlets aﬀected
by the PartialLoadingServlets to the added ﬂag methods. This is our solution to identify
what method in the server-side was called by servlets that request partial loaded objects.
The ClientDistributedParametrizedDataLoading aspect identiﬁes calls to the servlets
methods that can manipulate partial loaded objects.
aspect ClientDistributedParametrizedDataLoading {
pointcut getHealthUnitListCall():
this(ServletSearchHealthUnit) && target(IRemoteFacade+) &&
call(IteratorHW getHealthUnitList());
Note that the method identiﬁed by this pointcut is the one that has a corresponding ﬂagged
one in the facade. The next step is to deﬁne an around advice to redirect the servlet call from
the original method deﬁnition to the ﬂag method added by the previous aspect in order to
allow the server side partial loading aspect to identify this call as a partial loading candidate.
IteratorHW around() throws ObjectNotFoundException:
getHealthUnitListCall() {
try {
IRemoteFacade healthWatcher = (IRemoteFacade)
HWServerSide.aspectOf().getRemoteFacade();
return healthWatcher.flagGetHealthUnitList();
} catch(RemoteException ex) {
throw new SoftException(ex);
}
}
}
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<<Aspect>>
ClientDistributedParametrizedDataLoading

<<Aspect>>
FacadeDistributedParametrizedDataLoading
IRemote
Facade

<<UserInterface>>
ServletSearchHealthUnit

<<Facade>>
HWFacade

<<PersistentDataCollection>>
HealthUnitDataRDBMS
searchByLevel(code, level) : HealthUnit

Figure 18. Interferences between aspects

The advice retrieves the remote instance from the HWServerSide aspect through the
getRemoteFacade method. Once more we wrap the concern-speciﬁc exception into a
SoftException to be handled by speciﬁc exception handling aspects.
Theses interferences show that an aspect that implements a crosscutting concern should be
aware if others crosscutting concerns can interfere with each other.
Figure 18 shows a class diagram that presents two aspects that should be woven to the
system when generating a persistence and distribution version of it. The diagram also presents
the Health Watcher classes and the aﬀected aspects.
Restructuring experience summary
Our experience on restructuring an object-oriented software to an aspect-oriented one, helped
to validate the use of AspectJ for implementing several persistence and distribution concerns
in the kind of application considered here. Moreover, we notice that the implementation of
those concerns brings signiﬁcant advantages in comparison with the corresponding pure Java
implementation.
However, we have identiﬁed a few drawbacks in the AspectJ language and suggested some
minor modiﬁcations that could signiﬁcantly improve implementations similar to the one
discussed here. In addition, another drawback relies on the fact that the deﬁnition of a pointcut
identiﬁes (by using methods signatures, class names, etc.) speciﬁc points of a given system, the
aspects become speciﬁc for that system, or for systems adopting the same naming conventions,
decreasing reuse possibilities.
Table I summarizes the implemented aspects given an overview of the aspects, and of what
concerns the aspect deals with. The table also shows which aspects might be reused in other
developments. Auxiliary types used by the aspects of our experiment are presented in Table II,
also including the concern related to each type, which type can be reused, and if the type is a
class or an interface.
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Table I. Aspects summary.

Aspect name

Related concern

Is reusable?

ServerSide
HWServerSide
ClientSide
HWClientSide
PersistenceControl
HWPersistenceControl
TransactionControl
HWTransactionControl
DataCollectionCustomization
HWDataCollectionCustomization
PersistentDataCollection
NonPersistentDataCollection
ParametrizedDataLoading
UpdateStateControl
ExceptionHandling
ServletsExceptionHandling
HWExceptionHandling
FacadeDistributedParametrizedDataLoading
ClientDistributedParametrizedDataLoading

distribution
distribution
distribution
distribution
persistent data management
persistent data management
persistent data management
persistent data management
data management
data management
persistent data management
nonpersistent data management
persistent data management
distribution and persistence
exception handling
exception handling
exception handling
distribution and persistence
distribution and persistence

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
no
no

Table II. Auxiliary types summary.

Auxiliary type name

Related concern

IPersistenceMechanism
PersistenceMechanismRDMS
ITransactionalMethods
SystemRecord
Persistent data collections
Nonpersistent data collections
IRemoteFacade

persistent data management
persistent data management
persistent data management
data management
persistent data management
nonpersistent data management
distribution

Is reusable?

Observation

yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no

interface
class
interface
abstract class
classes
classes
interface

RELATED WORK
This section presents works related to aspect-oriented programming, in particular, these works
are related to the implementation of persistence or distribution concerns.
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Persistence as an Aspect
Another work [16] that discusses how to implement persistence with aspects deﬁnes reusable
aspects developed into a framework. Similarly to our work, this one has similar conclusions
such as persistence can be modularized using aspect-oriented programming, some aspects can
be reused, and systems cannot be developed unaware of the need for data storage. This means
that programmers can only be partially oblivious to the persistence nature of the data. In fact,
our work considers data management as an aspect, and considers persistence as one kind of
data management. We use such approach to support the progressive approach [7, 27, 28], where
persistence and distribution are not initially considered in the implementation activities, but
are gradually introduced, preserving the system’s functional requirements. This progressive
approach helps to decrease the impact caused by requirements changes during development,
since a great part of the changes might occur before the ﬁnal (persistent and distributed)
version of the system.
The work shows that data storage and update — the insertion of an object when it is
created and its update when it is changed — can be modularized and the system can be
unaware of these features (obliviousness). On the other hand, the system should be aware of
data retrieval and deletion, since systems have to explicitly obtain or delete persistent objects
from an external source, which forbids programmers to be completely oblivious of persistence.
Therefore, in their solution the system has to use a speciﬁc interface (PersistenceData) to
retrieve an object and a speciﬁc class (PersistentRoot) to delete it. This solution is quite
similar to ours, however, we use a business-data interface that provides methods to insert,
update, retrieve, and delete the objects. By using an interface, data management services,
except transactions, can be implemented as Java collections, ﬁles, relational databases, or
object-oriented databases. This adaptability is one of our goals, and is not supported by the
related work that proposes solutions speciﬁc to relational databases and brieﬂy discusses on
how the framework could be adapted to suit other database technology, like object-oriented
databases.
An interesting feature provided by this work is a SQL translation aspect that translates an
object-oriented model to a relational database (object-to-relational mapping) schema. It uses
reﬂection (Java and AspectJ APIs) and generates SQL statements to access the database,
whereas our approach hard-codes the SQL statements in the implementation of the data
management aspects. In fact, our approach also uses reﬂection, however, with a diﬀerent
goal. We use reﬂection in the distribution aspects to generalize the redirection of local facade
methods calls to the remote instance, avoiding the deﬁnition of an advice for each facade
method. Our use of reﬂection can be avoided in future implementations of AspectJ, as explained
in the Section Client-side distribution aspect.

Concurrency and Transactions
A related work is another AspectJ implementation of transactions, which was independently
developed in the context of the OPTIMA framework for controlling concurrency and failures
with transactions [21]. This implementation does not consider distribution and persistence
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concerns as we do here, but deals mostly with transactions for implementing concurrency
concerns. Nevertheless, there are similarities with our approach, so we discuss it in detail here.
The authors of the OPTIMA approach ﬁrst analyze the adequacy of AspectJ for completely
abstracting transaction concerns in such a way that transactional behavior can be introduced in
an automatic and transparent way to existing non-transactional systems. They conclude that
AspectJ is not suitable for this purpose. We have not tried to analyze that in our experiment
since we believe that the main aim of AspectJ, and aspect-oriented programming in general,
is to modularize crosscutting concerns, not to make them completely transparent. For some
situations, this transparency could be achieved by proper tools that would generate AspectJ
code, but not by the language itself.
The kind of transparency sought by the authors should not be confused with obliviousness,
which is supported by AspectJ and allows a system programmer to not worry about inserting
hooks in the code so that it is later aﬀected by the aspects. This does not mean that the system
programmer should not be aware of the aspects that intercept the system code. Likewise, the
aspect programmer should be aware of the code that his aspect intercepts. In this sense, there
might be strong dependencies between AspectJ modules, reducing some of the beneﬁts of
modularity. In spite of that, there are still important beneﬁts that can be achieved. Moreover,
we believe that this problem could be minimized by more powerful AspectJ tools providing
multiple views, and associated operations, of the system modules. Appropriate notions of
aspect interfaces should also be developed.
AspectJ’s ability to separate transactional interfaces (begin, abort, commit), deﬁning aspects
to invoke the transactional methods whenever necessary, has also been analyzed by the same
authors. Their implementation is similar to what we present, at the beginning of Section
“Transaction control”, but they do not explore the variations that we present at the end of the
same section. Those variations can actually avoid the performance problems they mentioned.
They also faced the same problem we had with the impossibility of adding an exception to a
method throws clause. However, our transaction control approach avoids this problem, which
actually appears here when dealing with the distribution concerns (see Section “Server-side
distribution aspect”).
When separating the transactional interfaces, they also complain about the strong
dependencies mentioned before, suggesting that AspectJ might not be useful for this task
either. In the transactions case, we argue that the dependencies do not bring major problems
in practice. This is the case because changes in the transaction aspects are minimal and
usually do not aﬀect the pure Java code, whereas changes in the Java code have only a very
small impact on the aspects, assuming that it has been established that any exception that is
thrown and not handled by a transactional method aborts the transaction. In fact, powerful
AspectJ tools for dealing with dependencies would be needed much more for the data access
on demand aspects (see Section “Data access on demand”) than for the transaction aspects. It
seems that our AspectJ implementation of transactions can usually have signiﬁcant advantages
over pure Java implementations (see Section “Transaction control”). That is certainly the case
for systems such as the Health Watcher.
Finally, the OPTIMA experience tries to separate transaction mechanisms, supporting
diﬀerent customizations for transaction and concurrency control. They conclude that AspectJ
is useful for that. Although we have not implemented much transaction customization, we had
c 2000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the same positive experience using aspects to customize data management and distribution
services.
EJB
Another related work is The Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) architecture [14, 15]. EJB supports
the development of distributed systems providing services such as transactions, database
connectivity, and multi-user safety, which is also supported by our method, however, EJB
implements those aspects in a transparent way.
The EJB transparency makes easy to write systems in the sense that developers does
not have to understand low-level transaction and state management details, multi-threading,
connection pooling, or other complex APIs. On the other hand, developers cannot write their
owns algorithms looking for performance improving, which happens in our approach, where
the developers have to write their own code for implement transactions, database connectivity,
distribution, and multi-user safety, dealing with diﬀerent APIs.
When using EJB to implement persistence and distribution, usually in a non-progressive
way, another problem is the deployment time, which might be very high. To ﬁx errors —
including functional and persistence errors — a lot of time might be wasted by compiling the
code and them deploying the system into the application server.
When performing the experiment, we did not aim in providing implementation transparency,
but in improving software modularity. This modularity allows the use of a progressive
implementation approach, previously mentioned, where functional errors are early ﬁxed and
will not be mixed with persistence and distribution errors.
Despite these diﬀerences between EJB and our approach, one possible implementation of
our aspects can use the EJB architecture. Therefore, we would have aspects to implement
persistence and distribution using the EJB architecture. This would lead to better modularity,
by using AOP, and it would also achieve implementation transparency, provided by EJB.
Our approach would also allow using EJB in a progressive approach. Actually, another way to
achieve transparency with AspectJ, keeping the others beneﬁts of AOP, is using code generation
tools that would generate aspects, similar to EJB that generates classes.
Others related works
JBoss [29] is an Java aspect-oriented framework that provides a set of aspects to implement
several concerns, such as transactions and distribution. Another related work in the same
line of JBoss is JAC [30], a framework for building aspect-oriented distributed applications
in Java. Both works have a great diﬀerential to ours by allowing dynamic weaving, which
means aspects can be weaving and unweaving at runtime. Our approach is tailored to AspectJ
language, whose current’s version does not allow dynamic weaving. Despite our approach
being tailored to the RMI and JDBC APIs, our idea is to provide separation of concerns
in general, modularizing persistence, exception handling, transactions, distribution, and so
on. Therefore, those related works might be seen as complementary works, and other studies
might be performed to investigate the use of JBoss and JAC with our approach, similar to
what should be done with EJB. In addition, with our approach we also have a ﬁne-grained
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control over the aspects implementation, avoiding the overhead that might exist in general
solutions that are hard to optimize.
The implementation of distribution and persistence concerns in pure object-oriented systems
was explored elsewhere, leading to speciﬁc design patterns [9, 10]. Those patterns support the
progressive implementation of distribution and persistence code in an object-oriented system.
Despite having similar goals, this approach does not achieve the same level of separation of
concerns; for instance, the distribution and persistence exception handling are tangled with
user interface and business code. There is also scattered code over several units, such as in
the serialization mechanism implementation, and the identiﬁcation of what objects should be
made persistent, by using class inheritance. In fact, this was our motivation to study AOP and
AspectJ in order to improve the modularity of those concerns.
The need for higher adaptability and conﬁgurability of middleware is discussed elsewhere [31,
32]. This work discusses the problem of middleware architectures that vary from general
features in order to support several domains, to optimizations supporting a particular domain
with specialized runtime requirements. The work describes a case study where AOP is used
to improve modularization of the CORBA [33] middleware, by factoring out aspects that
were identiﬁed in CORBA. The identiﬁed aspects were implemented in AspectJ to increase
the middleware conﬁgurability, since the aspects can be chosen at compile-time. This work
is another example where AOP and AspectJ are eﬀectively used to modularized crosscutting
concerns. However, this work diﬀers from ours because it modularizes concerns of a speciﬁc
middleware (CORBA), making it customizable, whereas our approach modularizes concerns
of a system. Their approach is complementary to ours. We could use their improved version
of CORBA to implement another of the distribution aspects. In fact, our approach allows
changing the middleware implementation where their approach does not aim in doing that.
An experience to evaluate the suitability of AspectJ for modularizing crosscutting concerns
in a middleware product line is related in another work [34]. The motivation was to use AOP to
target multiple runtime environments with a single code base. Examples of addressed concerns
are tracing and logging, event reporting, error handling, and performance monitoring. The
work also discusses the impact of AOP on architectural quality. They derived conclusions
about AspectJ similar to our experiment, one of the issues is pointcut fragility, which is the
pointcut dependence on the system code. This demands refactoring [35] tools to consider
this dependence in order to avoid refactorings breaking the aspect code. It is also considered
the need for improvements of the AspectJ compiler, mainly error messages, which could
give more support for the programmers. The main conclusion is that AspectJ can be used
to modularize many important crosscutting problems, however, they did not report any
interference problems as we did, probably because of the diﬀerent nature of our crosscutting
concerns (data management and communication) in contrast to their concerns (tracing and
logging, event reporting, error handling, and performance monitoring).
Regarding distribution and aspects, another work [36] proposes a tool for supporting aspectoriented distributed programming. They have the same goal of implementing distribution
without changing the core system code. However, this work uses a speciﬁc language to state
what objects are located in a host, modifying Java bytecode using Java reﬂection. In contrast,
our approach uses a general-purpose language and does not worry in specify where objects
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are located, but uses an API to implement remote methods call from the user interface to the
system facade [8].
The need for Quality of Service (QoS) aspects in distributed programs are discussed
elsewhere [37]. This work addresses QoS issues, such as, transmission errors, dynamic
bandwidth ﬂuctuation, overload situations, partial failures, etc. They deﬁne an IDL extension
to allow QoS constructions and exemplify its use with CORBA. We agree that some of these
issues should be considered when implementing distribution aspects. However, the approach in
our experiment was to restructure an OO system to an AOP version and to investigate some
issues of such restructuring. For example, how one aspect aﬀects and is aﬀected by others, what
are the challengers in AOP, what kind of modiﬁcation should be made to the AspectJ language
to allow a better separation and composition of concerns, when a progressive approach is better
than a non-progressive one§ , and so on. As a future work, we should care about QoS aspects
to improve our framework allowing QoS management.
Techniques such as implicit context [38] and CaesarJ [39] might be considered as alternatives
for solving the remote facade issue, where local calls in the monolithic version of the software
should be redirected to a remote instance to provide distribution behavior.

CONCLUSION
We discussed our experience on restructuring a simple, but real and non-trivial, web-based
information system with AspectJ. In the new version of the system, the implementation of the
distribution and persistence concerns are completely separated from each other and from the
business and user interface concerns. Among other beneﬁts, this might make easier changing the
distribution middleware or the persistence mechanism without aﬀecting the implementation
of the other concerns. In fact, experimental studies or case studies should be carried out
to evaluate the eﬀective eﬀort diﬀerence in maintaining an object-oriented versus an aspectoriented version of the software.
The main contribution of our experience is to validate the use of AspectJ for implementing
several persistence and distribution concerns in the kind of application considered here.
Moreover, we notice that the implementation of those concerns brings signiﬁcant advantages
in comparison with the corresponding pure Java implementation. The only exception is the
data access on demand concern; its implementation also has some disadvantages that could
only be minimized with more powerful AspectJ tools supporting aspect interfaces and multiple
views of the system modules, which would help programmers deal with strong dependencies
between the aspects and the pure Java code. In fact, the need for this kind of tool was reported
elsewhere [40]. In our experiment, we considered only basic remote communication concerns,
not implementing distribution issues such as caching, fault tolerance, and automatic object
deployment for load balancing. However, we believe that those issues could be implemented
essentially using the presented approach, revealing no further conclusions about the use of

§ The analysis about the beneﬁts and drawbacks of using a progressive approach will be reported in a PhD
thesis and in papers to be written.
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AspectJ. Again, experimental studies or case studies should be performed to demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of our approach when applied to other software.
In spite of our successful experience with AspectJ, we have identiﬁed a few drawbacks
in the language and suggested some minor modiﬁcations that could signiﬁcantly improve
implementations similar to the one discussed here. Furthermore, we noticed that AspectJ’s
powerful constructs must be used with caution, since they might have undesirable and
unintended side eﬀects. Moreover, as the deﬁnition of a pointcut identiﬁes (by using methods
signatures, class names, etc.) speciﬁc points of a given system, the aspects become speciﬁc
for that system, or for systems adopting the same naming conventions, decreasing reuse
possibilities. This suggests that we should either support aspect parameterization [41, 42]
or have the support of code generation tools [7, 17] when developing with AspectJ. The need
for those tools has actually been noticed on several occasions during our experience. AspectJ’s
development environment is also quite immature and needs considerable improvements in
compilation time and bytecode size. It is also true that they have been continuously improved.
Other discussions on AspectJ beneﬁts and drawbacks from other point of views, like language
design and implementation, can be found elsewhere [43, 44].
The distribution and persistence concerns considered here can be implemented separately.
However, we noticed that the exception handling and state synchronization aspects are
actually necessary for both distribution and persistence aspects. Moreover, the distribution
and persistence aspects can be used separately, but if they are used together then some
distribution advice must intercept the execution of some persistence advice. In addition,
we showed that the distribution aspects aﬀect the persistence aspects by breaking how
some of then work. Therefore, additional aspects were implemented to solve those problems
when using persistence in a distributed environment. This shows that the persistence and
distribution aspects are not completely independent. Therefore, careful design activities are
also important for aspect-oriented programming. This is the only way we can detect in advance
intersections, dependencies and conﬂicts among diﬀerent aspects. Consequently, we can avoid
serious development problems and better plan the reuse and parallel development of diﬀerent
aspects. This need for design activities does not seem to have been considered in [21], leading
to some of the problems discussed there. It has been noticed before that distribution issues
should not be handled only at implementation or deployment time [45].
Some of the aspects implemented in our experiment are abstract and constitute a simple
aspect framework. They can be extended for implementing persistence and distribution in
other applications that comply with the architecture of the health complaint system, a
layer architecture used for developing web-based information systems. Although speciﬁc, this
architecture has been used for developing many Java systems: a system for managing client
information and mobile telephone services conﬁguration; a system for performing online exams,
helping students to evaluate their knowledge before the real exams; a complex point of sale
system, and many others.
The other aspects are application speciﬁc and therefore have diﬀerent implementations for
diﬀerent applications. Nevertheless, we suggest that diﬀerent implementations might follow a
common aspect pattern, having aspects with the same structure. Elsewhere [46], we document
such an aspect pattern to implement distribution aspects in an object-oriented application. The
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pattern structures can be encoded in code generation tools [17] and automatically generated
for diﬀerent applications, increasing productivity.
Based on the framework and the patterns, we can derive architecture speciﬁc guidelines
that provide practical advice for both restructuring and implementing certain kinds of
persistent and distributed applications with AspectJ. However, much more experience with
those guidelines is needed before they could be used by a tool for partially automating the
refactoring of pure Java systems similar to the one considered here. This tool could do a lot
of work mainly because the program structure and the guidelines are tailored to a speciﬁc
architecture.
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